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Miller Nurseries Joins The Laurel Group

HUNTINGTON, NY, OCTOBER 6 – The Laurel Group adds the Miller Nurseries team to its fine
landscapes division, expanding the Laurel service footprint within northern Nassau county. Both The
Laurel Group and Miller Nurseries have the finest reputations in the industry making this merger a
perfect fit. The combined organization will continue to provide platinum level landscape service,
design and installations for all Miller clients with the same level of care that has been delivered for
decades.
“We look forward to the opportunity to build on the trust and loyalty established by three generations
of the Miller family, as well as adding the skill sets of the Miller team to the larger Laurel enterprise,”
says Mark McAteer, CEO of The Laurel Group. “This opens up all the resources available at the Laurel
Group to future projects and continuing service for the Miller clients.”
This is the latest addition to The Laurel Group portfolio of companies and is part of the companies
ongoing growth initiatives.
To learn more about The Laurel Group visit www.thelaurelgroup.net

ABOUT THE LAUREL GROUP
The Laurel Group specializes in building and maintaining sophisticated residential landscape projects
in storied locations such as Long Island’s Gold Coast and the Hamptons. Founded in 1993, the firm
continues to build upon a reputation of excellence centered on impeccable design and unbeatable
service, continually expanding through organic growth, as well as mergers and acquisitions that has
included the addition of a tennis and sport court division and their Outdoor Living store in the
Hamptons. The business now operates from nine locations island-wide and supports a staff of more
than 250 designers, project managers and crewmen who work tirelessly to ensure that clients receive
the highest possible standard of care.

